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THE NOVELS, STORIES AND POEMS of Thomas Hardy teem with dance descriptions 

unrivalled in intricacy and variety among major English writers. The distinct purposes and poetics 

of this persistent Hardyean motif have received scant critical attention, however, even as – or 

indeed because – the author's own childhood immersion in music and dance is routinely checked 

off as a stock biographical fact, rather than peered into through his writing. For instance, although 

Claire Tomalin's important recent literary biography scarcely mentions the preoccupation with 

dance in Hardy's writings, it diligently tracks Hardy's visits to dance-halls and chooses for its very 

coda a portrait of the writer as a young dancer: 

Abstract: Fundamental to Thomas Hardy's fiction and verse, just as his memoir, scenes of move 

continually sanction characters' connections to history and memory and investigate the 

phenomenology of volition and of self-misfortune. A full range of sociality exists crosswise over 

such moves, from delighted collectivity to sorrowful self-antagonism, concentrated romance to 

private joy. Solid investigates moving additionally for its affinities with work, engineering and 

battle. The differently danceable rhythms of his productive, metrically aspiring stanza enlighten 

what the essayist's praised inspirations of time may owe to move. In a few of the books, move 

prompts iridescent dialects of tangible surface and populates elucidating sections with a 

thickness and dynamism that may represent Hardyean authenticity at its generally test. Close 

literary examination, move hypothesis and neurophysiology propose that Hardy's moves may 

transform stationary adding something extra to a method of mimetic and kinaesthetic vision – 

a demonstration of moving by different implies. 
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[H]e was a fiddler's son, with music in his blood and bone, who danced to his father's playing 

before he learnt to write. This is how I like to think of him, a boy dancing on the stone cottage 

floor, outside time, oblivious, ecstatic, with his future greatness as unimaginable as the sorrows 

that came with it.1 

While music has long been recognised as an essential topic in Hardy studies, even comparative 

arts approaches to this writer have elided dance.2 Although in its simplest (if already richly 

generative) formulation dance may be regarded as the somatisation of music, in Hardy dance does 

so much more, staging social relations between courtship and community, periodising history and 

enacting memory, testing how one wields, proprietarily, one's own body, as well as exploring how 

it feels to lose oneself. Close readings of Hardy's work amplifying these functions and 

phenomenologies of dance will comprise the first, lengthier, half of this study. Building upon 

recent findings in neurophysiology concerning mirror neurons and muscle memory, the second 

half will consider the particular modes of vision and simulation that Hardy's dancing scenes may 

be asking of, and availing to, the reading experience. 

The few glosses on dance to be found in Hardy scholarship focus on its social dimension. Simon 

Gatrell's representative account interprets country dance as Hardy's “way of organising and 

focusing the chaos of experience” while “permitting the pleasurable exercise of the individual lived 

body”. Dance, he argues, “provides a space-time environment in which all barriers to experiencing 

the other are for the moment dissolved”.3 While the space of the dance can indeed be “organising”, 

social dancing in Hardy more often marks a field of transgression and belongs to that order of 

village life designated, after Bakhtin, as “the Victorian carnivalesque”.4 In The Return of the 

Native, married Eustacia's rebound dance with Wildeve takes place on “one of the lawn-like 

oases”, where “the brakes of furze and fern terminated abruptly around the margin, and grass was 

unbroken” – a circumscribed arena.5 Doubly underscoring the scene's boundedness is the “clear 

line of difference [that] divided like a tangible fence her experience within this maze of motion 

from her experience without it” (Return 263). What happens within this mazy zone follows 

extraterritorial rules, having nothing to do with the society immediately outside: “The dance had 

come like an irresistible attack upon whatever sense of social order there was in their minds, to 

drive them back into old paths which were now no longer regular” (Return 264). 
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Hardy's most memorable dancers are solitary and asocial, such as the richly ambiguous figure in 

“Seen by the Waits” (Satires of Circumstance): Perhaps this widow dances herself unto 

oblivion, Tanztrieb shading into Todestrieb, until cognition is replaced by sheer sensation. Perhaps 

she treads as if still partnered, the dance conjuring back a lost romance, the “strange phantasmal 

sight” and lunar light dramatising a grieving, lunatic play-acting. Alternatively, the musicians 

could be witnessing a very different scene: a merry widow, blithely bereft, revels privately, 

sensuously in her bare “robe of night” and fortuitous freedom.7 The poem's final silence may either 

respectfully refuse to name her suffering or simply forbear from uttering a scandalous truth. In the 

unstable moral space of dance, the dancer can be ionised one way or the other; enraptured and 

traumatised states need never be mutually exclusive. In The Return of the Native, too, at the 

margins of the village dance which Eustacia attends, “In the background was one happy man 

dancing by himself, with closed eyes, totally oblivious of all the rest” (Return 261) – a figure to 

whom we shall later return. 

Through snowy woods and shady 

 We went to play a tune 

To the lonely manor-lady 

 By the light of the Christmas moon. 

We violed till, upward glancing 

 To where a mirror leaned, 

We saw her airily dancing, 

 Deeming her movements screened; 

Dancing alone in the room there, 

 Thin-draped in her robe of night; 

Her postures, glassed in the gloom there, 

 Were a strange phantasmal sight. 

She had learnt (we heard when homing) 

 That her roving spouse was dead: 

Why she had danced in the gloaming 

 We thought, but never said.6 
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Hardy's dances can also transcend the individual without becoming social. An extraordinary poem 

from Moments of Vision, “The Ballet” (1917) is concerned with the biomorphic, aggregate 

dynamics of a dance: This dance seems almost to approach a rhapsodic female utopia, a great “one-

pulsed chain” of being that embraces both the “sold” and the “bought”, where the exchangeability 

of those “sold, bought” takes on a positive valence, shifted from sexual commodification to 

liberating non-differentiation. Yet the “Hearts of all sizes” and “heap of flesh” render the poem 

macabre, too, momentarily converting the concert hall in the mind's eye into an operating room or 

slaughterhouse: even in “livery” we may hear “liver”, and in “sanguine” the blood beneath the 

skin. The dance suddenly seems, then, ruthlessly homogenising, its inclusiveness all too 

indiscriminate – rendering the dancers “indistinguishable” with their “one smile”, the “one-pulsed 

chain” a yoke upon those who would try for independence. A regular attendee of ballets at the 

Alhambra, Hardy observes in a diary entry of 1890 “the air of docile obedience on the faces of 

some of the dancing women, a passive resignation […]. Living in a throbbing atmosphere they are 

perforce throbbed by it in spite of themselves.”8 While some other dance may involve a moto 

perpetuo of partner switchings, hand releases, new tangencies, in this peculiar ballet there seems 

only to be an inexorable cycle of “crush[ings] together”. The violence of the poem has a martial 

undercurrent: the unsheathed sword, that stock symbol of manhood, is redeployed as an image of 

a self-brandishing, “muster[ing]” femininity, and the women's “lives wide in irrelevance” brought 

into collective formation by the dance are not unlike the lives of men brought together in military 

combat. The significance of this military image extends beyond an illustration of the gendered 

division of labour, and beyond this particular poem. 

They crush together – a rustling heap of flesh 

Of more than flesh, a heap of souls; and then 

  They part, enmesh, 

 And crush together again, 

Like the pink petals of a too sanguine rose 

 Frightened shut just when it blows. 

Though all alike in their tinsel livery, 

And indistinguishable at a sweeping glance, 

  They muster, maybe, 
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 As lives wide in irrelevance; 

A world of her own has each one underneath, 

 Detached as a sword from its sheath. 

Daughters, wives, mistresses; honest or false, sold, bought; 

Hearts of all sizes; gay, fond, gushing, or penned, 

  Various in thought 

 Of lover, rival, friend; 

Links in a one-pulsed chain, all showing one smile, 

 Yet severed so many a mile! (pp. 492–3) 

Combat, labour and dance constitute three chief sites where Hardy explores social relations as 

spatial configurations, and it can be productive to read non-dance actions in Hardy through the 

lens of his choreographic mind. Thus, in a poem as familiar as “The Man He Killed” (1902), the 

symmetrical confrontation that forces mutual shooting plays itself out through 

a geometrical exigency: One might wishfully imagine the two men, in the frozen moment, moving 

instead as two endpoints of a spinning diameter, their steps not unlike those of dancers in the slow-

motion prelude to a rumble in, say, West Side Story. While such a reading may seem fanciful, 

Hardy's poem incites it. History, moreover, may invite it: linked-sword dances were a predominant 

form of English folk dance among men, the linking of hands through swords forming indeed a 

“one-pulsed chain”. Sometimes these dances mimicked combat, and often they built to their climax 

as the sword dancers encircled another performer and ringed their blades around his neck as they 

spun faster, upping the danger and virtuosity, first not touching him at all, then “killing” him in 

one stroke.9 The template of such a dance haunts “The Ballet” just as “The Man He Killed” may 

induce the wish that combat were dance instead – and just as the protracted scene of Troy's sword-

exercise in Far from the Madding Crowd, the acrobatic flashing of a sabre about Bathsheba 

without touching her, is another of Hardy's dances, performed for a partner rather than executed 

with her.10 

And staring face to face, 

I shot at him as he at me, 

And killed him in his place. (p. 287) 
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Architecture and the work of building, Hardy's own first vocation, appear alongside dance 

sometimes as analogue and sometimes as counterpoint. In the short story “The Fiddler of the 

Reels” (1893), Car'line's dancing is juxtaposed directly with Ned's participation in the building of 

the Crystal Palace for the Great Exhibition of 1851.11 Ned's edifice is built to last, in all its 

unprecedented solidity, while Car'line's dancing sends her into a temporary reverie with permanent 

damage. Social theorist Havelock Ellis – Hardy's contemporary and steadfast advocate – notes a 

connection between building and dancing in “The Art of Dancing” (1912), which begins with an 

assertion in sympathy with Hardy's intuitions: 

Dancing and building are the two primary and essential arts. The art of dancing stands at the source 

of all the arts that express themselves first in the human person. The art of building, or architecture, 

is the beginning of all the arts that lie outside the person; and in the end they unite. […] There is 

no primary art outside these two arts, for their origin is far earlier than man himself; and dancing 

came first.12 

Ellis adds in a footnote that “dancing and architecture may have been the result of the same 

impulse” even in forms of life apart from, or prior to, humans, conjecturing that bird nests, “the 

chief early form of building, […] may first have arisen as an accidental result of the ecstatic sexual 

dance of birds”.13 Hardy takes an anthropological interest in these “two primary and essential arts” 

as well, but suggests instead that the art of dance may find its antecedent impulse in labour. 

In The Return of the Native, dancing is hard work that transforms the land as ploughing or mowing 

would: “The grass under their feet became trodden away, and the hard-beaten surface of the sod, 

when viewed aslant towards the moonlight, shone like a polished table” (Return 263) – as if the 

dancers had worked carpentry upon the soil. In Tess of the D'Urbervilles, by contrast, dancers 

tousle rather than polish the earth: 

When she [Tess] came close and looked in she beheld indistinct forms racing up and down to the 

figure of the dance, the silence of their footfalls arising from their being overshoe in “scroff” – that 

is to say, the powdery residuum from the storage of peat and other products, the stirring of which 

by their turbulent feet created the nebulosity that involved the scene. Through this floating, fusty 

debris of peat and hay, mixed with the perspirations and warmth of the dancers, and forming 

together a sort of vegeto-human pollen, the muted fiddles feebly pushed their notes, in marked 
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contrast to the spirit with which the measure was trodden out. They coughed as they danced, and 

laughed as they coughed.14 

Exploding the hay to be trussed, the peat to be dealt, this dance engages with the earth with as 

much energy as labour, exudes through the act no less “perspirations and warmth” and, in the 

coughing that is simultaneous with laughing, entails a similar potential for injury through (here 

ecstatic rather than necessary) exertion. For these dancers, Hardy writes, “matter [is] but an 

adventitious intrusion likely to hinder you from spinning where you wanted to spin” (Tess 501) – 

echoing his aphorism in Far from the Madding Crowd that “Labour suggests nothing else than a 

wrestle with Gravitation, and Pleasure nothing more than a renunciation of the same.”15 In 

“Among School Children”, too, that poem best known for its much-recited, much-isolated final 

line, “How can we know the dancer from the dance?” – the question which has measured the 

critical sea-change from Cleanth Brooks to Paul de Man16 – Yeats's subject at the outset of the 

same stanza is labour, and the liberation of labour from pain, guilt, necessity: In an ideal life-world, 

both writers suggest, labour and dance, the “wrestle with Gravitation” and the “renunciation of the 

same”, could become reconciled. Hardy contemplates the wish without subscribing to its 

romanticism. 

Labour is blossoming or dancing where 

The body is not bruised to pleasure soul, 

Nor beauty born out of its own despair, 

Nor blear-eyed wisdom out of midnight oil. 

“All human work,” writes Ellis, “under natural conditions, is a kind of dance. […] Work differs 

from the dance, not in kind, but only in degree, since they are both essentially rhythmic.”17 While 

it has been observed that his poems occasionally take on “dance rhythms”,18 Hardy has also been 

deemed a metrically unreliable versifier, producing “stanzas [that] sound ‘rough’ to the reader's 

ear despite the visual regularity of print”.19 But “Music rhythm is not verse rhythm,” as one critic 

has argued; the rhythmic sound-world most influential for Hardy's poetry is that “enormous body 

of singable, hummable, danceable music that chimed and vibrated and beat in his head and in his 

time-tapping fiddler's foot”.20 The “music rhythm” that may trump “verse rhythm” is sometimes 

trumped in turn by dance's own rhythm or absorbed by a kind of visual rhythm. As we have seen 

in Tess, where “the muted fiddles feebly push their notes, in marked contrast to the spirit with 
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which the measure was trodden out”, music does not necessarily rule rhythm. Near the end of The 

Mayor of Casterbridge, when Henchard furtively visits Elizabeth-Jane at her wedding, he views 

the wedding dance in “fractional parts” that give rhythm visible shape: 

The door of the front room had been taken off its hinges to give more space, and that of the room 

Henchard sat in being ajar, he could see fractional parts of the dancers whenever their gyrations 

brought them near the doorway, chiefly in the shape of the skirts of dresses and streaming curls of 

hair; together with about three-fifths of the band in profile, including the restless shadow of a 

fiddler's elbow, and the tip of the bass-viol bow.21 

It is precisely through the aperture, the incomplete view, that Hardy fully animates the three-

dimensionality of the dance: the flouncing skirts and “streaming” hair brush the viewer in fleeting 

close-up before blazing a trail back into visual mid-field, where the eye meets a collective 

“profile”, lingers in an individual's “shadow”, grazes an object's “tip”. The “fractional parts” in 

view impart to Henchard the musical measure, while the “three-fifths of the band” suggests, by its 

own jarring ratio, the rounder dance tempo (e.g., the triple-time of a jig or the six-eight of many 

quadrilles) in which Henchard cannot take part. What marks the time even more definitely than 

the dancers' “gyrations” is the doorway itself, which, framing the zooming shapes, is transformed 

into a virtual metronome, as bodies swing in and out of view, pulsing out a rhythm. 

A similar kind of productive category-confusion arises when, taking a pun to its logical conclusion, 

Hardy repeatedly blurs human figure with dance figure. When the speaker in “Reminiscences of a 

Dancing Man” laments the fading out of practice of “those wild whirling figures born/Of Jullien's 

grand quadrilles” (p. 217), both dancers and dance were “born” to a generation now closer to death. 

When Grace Melbury in The Woodlanders returns home and witnesses a dance, she realises that 

she “had been away from home so long, and was so drilled in new dances that she had forgotten 

the old figures […], thinking, as she watched the gyrations, of a very different measure that she 

had been accustomed to tread with a bevy of sylph-like creatures in muslin.”22 Both the object of 

her forgetting and the scene she remembers in its place are now “old figures”. The “triple-timed 

romance/In coupled figures” (p. 389) that the deceased speaker of “Regret Not Me” persuades his 

still-living partner to move to sets a pair of figures dancing to a trio or minuet dance figure. Hardy's 

own Life and Work of Thomas Hardy, posthumously edited by his wife Florence, recalls a twenty-

something self who would sometimes “caper about the office to an imaginary dance-figure, 
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embracing an imaginary Cremorne or Argyle danseuse”,23 where both dance and danseuse are 

imaginary but brought to life through movement. Linguistic figures in the text that become 

embodied figures before the eye merge again with notational figures on the page or traced patterns 

upon the floor. In “The Night of the Dance”, dance is live language: describing the preparations 

for a dance, the speaker happily anticipates that his beloved will, through dance, “return in Love's 

low tongue/My vows as we wheel round” (p. 232). We can return to Yeats's famous question, 

finally, as one which Hardy took care to leave unanswerable: “How can we know the dancer from 

the dance?” 

Even the dancer him- or herself cannot know. When George Lakoff & Mark Johnson scrutinise 

the metaphor of “losing yourself”, dancing comes up as the very first example: 

What does it mean to lose yourself in some activity? It means to cease to be in conscious control 

and to be unable to be aware of each thing you are doing. For example, suppose you are dancing. 

You might try to consciously control all your movements. But if it is a fast, complex dance, you 

may not be able to maintain conscious control of each movement. The dance may require you to let 

yourself go, to lose yourself in the dance, to allow yourself to just dance and experience the dancing 

without being consciously in charge of each movement. The effect can be exhilarating and joyful, 

a very positive experience, especially when losing oneself entails a freedom from the pressures of 

everyday concerns.24 

Such observations are useful precisely because they are rudimentary, concerned here with the 

phenomenology subtending everyday language. Whereto do you “let yourself go”, to what do you 

“lose yourself”, and if these expressions refuse prepositional objects beyond the self, how can an 

undivided self accommodate them? Seeming to cede conation and cognition to music, movement, 

momentum, the dancer teeters on the bounds of Locke's possessive individualism. Self-surrender 

does not always come comfortably; liberation on the one hand approaches submission on the other. 

In “The Fiddler of the Reels”, Car'line's dance is fraught just in this way: 

She thus continued to dance alone, defiantly as she thought, but in truth slavishly and abjectly, 

subject to every wave of the melody, and probed by the gimlet-like gaze of her fascinator's open 

eye; keeping up at the same time a feeble smile in his face, as a feint to signify it was still her own 

pleasure which led her on. (Fiddler 152) 
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Not to know the dancer from the dance suggests, at a literal level, an optical incapacitation. The 

village dance in Tess that we have seen, for instance, is described as a blinding, buzzing cloud. 

This “mist of yellow radiance” which at first Tess thought to be “illuminated smoke” and then 

seemed “a cloud of dust, lit by candles” yields little clarity upon closer examination. “When she 

came close”, Tess was too close, able to identify the material make-up of the clouds – the “powdery 

residuum”, the “vegeto-human pollen” – but not discrete human shapes. Yet the texture of the 

image abruptly changes as soon as the dance is interrupted: 

Suddenly there was a dull thump on the ground: a couple had fallen, and lay in a mixed heap. The 

next couple, unable to check its progress, came toppling over the obstacle. An inner cloud of dust 

rose around the prostrate figures amid the general one of the room, in which a twitching 

entanglement of arms and legs was discernible. (Tess 501) 

This hiccup in time with its domino effect produces a startling reminder of the thudding, 

“thump[ing]”, “toppling”, awkward materiality of bodies, bodies that during the dance had been 

but diffuse dust, as if hardly matter at all. The helpless collapse into a heap prefigures the rape of 

Tess that will follow this night of dancing, but the scene also resonates with the “crush[ed] 

together”, “rustling heap of bodies” in “The Ballet”, as both scenes imagine alternative forms of 

corporeal coalescence by turns utopian and savage. Too long into the furious dance in Under the 

Greenwood Tree, too, a diffuse, powdery composition gives way to congealing, “cadaverous” 

bodies: 

[A] bluish mist pervades the atmosphere, becoming a distinct halo round the candles; when 

people's nostrils, wrinkles, and crevices in general, seem to be getting gradually plastered up; when 

the very fiddlers as well as the dancers get red in the face, the dancers having advanced further 

still towards incandescence, and entered the cadaverous phase; the fiddlers no longer sit down, but 

kick back their chairs and saw madly at the strings, with legs firmly spread and eyes closed, 

regardless of the visible world.25 

If, as Peter Brooks has noted, “realism more than any other mode of literature makes sight 

paramount – makes it the dominant sense in our understanding of and relation to the 

world,”26 dance enables Hardy to deliver a version of realism through an unmaking of sight: “eyes 

closed, regardless of the visible world”. As we have seen in those moments of being unable to see 

past the obscuring peat and hay and furze and mist, Hardy's descriptions of dance often have a 
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blinding quality. The “mad” euphoria of the dance enfolds dancers and readers alike into a loss of 

orientation. Hardy the dancer may attend to procedure and technique – in a 1926 letter he recalls 

one dance “beginning with six-hands-round”, another marked by the “crossing of one leg over the 

knee of the other, and putting the hands on the hips” – but Hardy the writer is interested in plenitude 

and velocity.27 What the reader feels of what the writer evokes from experience is precisely what 

the dancer might feel – that sense of being “seized and whirled […] mid the maze” (p. 46) in “The 

Dance at the Phoenix”. 

The specific image invoked here is exquisitely meaningful in Hardy: the maze is the mutable and 

ensnaring architecture constructed by dance; to dance is to be “mid the maze”. “Wild whirling 

figures” in “Reminiscences of a Dancing Man”, too, whirl within a “maze”, and it is Car'line's 

“wild desire” in “The Fiddler of the Reels” to “glide airily in the mazes of an infinite dance”. 

Eustacia revels in a “Cretan labyrinth” and dreams of uniting with Clym Yeobright in “mazes of 

the dance” (Return 117), although it is at the village festival where she later dances with Wildeve 

instead that she finally finds herself “within this maze of motion”. In his work on Bataille, Denis 

Hollier contemplates the labyrinth as a site of “spatial intoxication” that is perhaps best engaged 

by dance: 

Mapping is out of the question. […] The labyrinth is not safe space, but the disoriented space of 

someone who has lost his way, whether he has had the good fortune to transform the steps he is 

taking into a dance, or more banally has let spatial intoxication lead him astray: the labyrinth is 

[…] not without vertigo. […] [W]e must think of Ariadne's thread as itself weaving the labyrinth.28 

Dances in Hardy, indeed, are full of “vertigo”, as they are almost always swirling, spiralling, 

gyrating, “spinning and fluctuating” affairs, an off-axis “riding upon the whirlwind” (Return 264). 

“Mid the maze”, disorientation and orientation are commutative; hitting the preordained 

coordinates in space is prerequisite to delirium, while it is the actual falling over – as into the 

“mixed heap” ending the dance in Tess – that forces one back into the world of gravitation and 

solid bodies. Hardy makes frequent use of Ariadnean “threading”, moreover, as a way of shifting 

formations: in Under the Greenwood Tree, we see Dick and Fancy “threading the couples one by 

one” (Under 42), and “through the length of five-and-twenty couples” Eustacia and Wildeve also 

“threaded their giddy way” (Return 263). In “The Fiddler of the Reels”, what sets Mop's mesmeric 

fiddling apart is its ability “to draw your soul out of your body like a spider's thread, […] till you 
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felt as limp as withywind and yearned for something to cling to” (Fiddler 141). The haunting back-

story of Ariadne would have been at the forefront of Hardy's tragedy-attuned, capaciously allusive 

mind.29 The writings of Virgil, Plutarch and other ancients had established a firmly documented 

tradition linking Ariadne, and the labyrinth, to dance: after abandoning Ariadne, Theseus 

performed a dance in her honour that “in its intricate turnings is a ritual copy of the 

labyrinth”,30 and Daedalus constructed for Ariadne a dance-floor at Knossos containing the 

original pattern of the labyrinth.31 The labyrinth, then, owes to dance its first blueprint as well as 

its memorial rites. 

The labyrinth is also, of course, an obstacle course for memory itself, and Ariadne's thread is 

nothing if not a hypostatisation of mnemonic continuity. As Terpsichore was born of Mnemosyne, 

for Hardy, too, dancing is kindred with remembering. In poems such as “An Ancient to Ancients” 

and “One We Knew” (1902), a jig can jog memory and keep it there, beating out a time that puts 

time on hold. In fact, Hardy in his final decades transcribed from memory, for the Hardy Players, 

the tunes and steps of many a dance he had learned as a child.32 To borrow from Tim Armstrong's 

work on Hardy and recorded music, dance in Hardy may also be characterised as “an indexical 

trace of a passage of time” through which the reader, as I will argue, may attempt “to open up the 

past and inhabit it as an objectified phenomenon”.33 The idea of dance as an ephemeral art that 

cannot be “relived or reread”34 must now be refined by evidence of the body's hardwired impulse 

to mimic dance and to register it in the form of memory that can be re-enacted. 

The discovery of “mirror neurons” in primates in the mid-1990s, followed by studies 

demonstrating commensurate neural behaviour in humans, has taken scientists far toward 

explaining imitation, above all by breaking down the distinctions between watching and doing. 

The proof was strongest in the two regions of the brain's primary visual cortex to which motion-

processing has been attributed – the middle temporal gyrus (MT/V5), concerned with “an object's 

speed and direction”, and the medial superior temporal area (MST), with the object's “dynamical 

properties, like rotation and tilting”.35 The essential discovery was this: watching an action can 

activate the same areas of the brain that performing the action does – mirror neurons being these 

brain cells that light up in both conditions. The infectiousness of laughter or of yawning, the literal 

pangs of sympathy, the twitchy eagerness to follow along in a dance to which one is a mere 

spectator – these are but a few of the higher-order, manifest phenomena for which mirror neurons 
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may eventually help to identify lower-order causes. Neuroscientist Marco Iacoboni of UCLA 

explains: 

“When you see me perform an action – such as picking up a baseball – you automatically simulate 

the action in your own brain. […] Because of mirror neurons, you can read my intentions. You 

know what I am going to do next. And if you see me choke up, in emotional distress from striking 

out at home plate, mirror neurons in your brain simulate my distress. You automatically have 

empathy for me. You know how I feel because you literally feel what I am feeling.”36 

In short, the “mirror system” (as mirror-neuronal activity is referred to in humans) is mimetic, 

anticipatory and empathic. It provides not only “a neurophysiological bridge between perception 

and action”37 but also a bridge between the perceiving self and the acting other – or between the 

stationary body of the spectator and the moving body of the dancer. 

Dance has received significant attention from mirror-system scientists. A 2004 study at University 

College London involving Royal Ballet dancers and capoeira professionals established a 

connection between the mirror system and motor memory: the activation of the mirror system is 

strongest when watching a display of motor skills one is already familiar with, suggesting that so-

called muscle memory resides really in the brain's mirror system.38 An observer need not, however, 

be a professional to dance along motionlessly. Consciously or not, anyone is susceptible to 

“internalis[ing] the movement” and “form[ing] an image of the movement sequence as it 

unfolds”.39 Many examples of such internalisation would serve to bring us from spectator to 

reader, then reader back to dancer. In one, Patrick Haggard, a scientist at the Royal Opera House, 

speculates of ex-athlete sports commentators that their brains probably cannot help but re-enact 

the moves they now watch and comment on: “This might explain why they get so excited while 

watching the game.”40 

Decades before the emergence of such persuasive scientific data, practitioners and theorists of 

dance began to anticipate and approximate these findings in phenomenological terms. In 1931, 

John Martin, New York Times dance critic and a pioneer of American dance criticism, coined 

“metakinesis” to name the “thought-conveying quality of movement”.41 Since “the maker of the 

movement has a purpose, an intention, in making the movement”, Martin proposed, “the 

movement is transferred in effect by kinesthetic sympathy to the muscles of the spectator, and 
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because he is used to associating movement with intention, he arrives by induction at the intention 

of the particular movement under consideration.”42 Subsequent dance theory has returned to this 

fascinating suggestion of the spectator's “neuro-muscular”43 mimicry or “active receptivity”44 to 

analyse both the experience of the dance-watcher and the dancer's own activation of muscle 

memory, precisely as borne out through the UCL ballet and capoeira study. 

To return to our native theme, I want to single out an intriguingly Hardy-esque observation made 

by Deirdre Sklar in her account of this phenomenon, which, in a suggestive variation on the terms 

above, she calls “kinesthetic empathy”. “Paradoxically,” Sklar writes, “one has to close one's 

eyes to look at movement, extrapolating beyond its visual presentation and concentrating instead 

on projecting oneself ‘as if’ into the other's engaged and moving body.”45 Sklar thus takes us back 

immediately to the relationship between dance and vision, realism and reading. In “The Fiddler of 

the Reels”, Mop sends Car'line into convulsions while seeming to keep his eyes shut: 

Presently the aching of the heart seized her […]. On stealthily glancing ahead at the performer, she 

found to her relief that his eyes were closed in abandonment to instrumentation, and she strode on 

boldly. But when closer her step grew timid, her tread convulsed itself more and more accordantly 

with the time of the melody, till she very nearly danced along. Gaining another glance at him when 

immediately opposite, she saw that one of his eyes was open, quizzing her as he smiled at her 

emotional state. (Fiddler 140) 

Here we are reminded of that “one happy man dancing by himself, with closed eyes, totally 

oblivious of all the rest” (Return 261), whose authenticity of immersion Mop perverts. 

The solitary dancer, with closed eyes, extruding his own body into space, blocking out with his 

senses and imagination his immediate, visible environment; the cynical watcher with one eye open, 

half “in abandonment”, half “quizzi[cal]” and voyeuristic; might these not both be variations on a 

readerly theme? In light of J. Hillis Miller's organisation of Hardy's work along a dialectic between 

“distance and desire”, dance is one powerful realm of activity through which Hardy enables the 

reader to short-circuit the distance and cut to the desirous chase.46 One need not reify the reader or 

excessively privilege the site of reading in order to note how present the reader's own body 

becomes during Hardy's dances; how present these dances become because of the reader's body; 

how they solicit, through rhythm and sensory evocation, the reader's virtual participation. 
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We know the story of the author at thirteen or fourteen years old, at a New Year's Eve party, where 

he was “so carried away that he played a favourite country-dance, ‘The New-Rigged Ship’, for an 

unbroken three-quarters of an hour and had to be stopped then by his hostess who was frightened 

that he would ‘burst a blood vessel’.”47 The exertion, the endurance, the inexorability that 

characterise this episode in Hardy's own life remained throughout his fictional and poetic 

evocations of dance. A blood vessel bursts, after all, when the heart beats too strongly and the body 

runs out of room for its own booming rhythm – or (as in Tess) when laughing it also coughs, when 

its motions begin to “rustl[e]” and be “crush[ed]”. Among Hardy's dancing characters, there are 

those for whom dance establishes their relationship to history and memory, and those for whom 

dance may be the only means of emancipation therefrom; there are those who dance to feel a 

palpable, palpitating identity with their bodies, and those who wish to dance their way out of 

embodiment altogether. In every case, dance in Hardy delineates for itself a semi-autonomous 

region within the seeing-dependent, knowing-driven world. The reader is invited into this region 

not through narrative absorption but through motor participation: to encounter Hardy's dances 

upon the page is to be disoriented but not alienated. It is to feel surrounded, rather, as if by the 

“bustling swarm” of bees in Far from the Madding Crowd, its “scattered and uniform haze […] 

now thicken[ing] to a nebulous centre” (Far 157); or like the readerly Clym Yeobright whose 

“whole world”, in the field of furze, is suddenly “limited to a circuit of a few feet from his person”, 

and by whose very blindness the world seems to rush up all about him – “creeping and winged 

things […] enroll[ing] him in their band”, “bees humm[ing] around his ears”, “amber-coloured 

butterflies […] quiver[ing] in the breath of his lips”, “emerald-green grasshoppers […] leap[ing] 

over his feet” (Return 253–4) – all their splendid colours unseen but nonetheless saturating that 

intimate and animate world in which he is steeped and by which he, too, becomes saturated. 

Yeobright's eyes are virtually closed, his reading gradually limited to “books of exceptionally large 

type” (Return 387), but we almost feel as if this magnified text for him may finally become 

coextensive with the features within his proximal world. And indeed he comes to see, without 

being able to view, “the cultivable tracts” of the “dyed barbarians” and the tracks left by the 

“forgotten Celtic tribes” in a kind of palimpsest with the marks made by “writers on paper” and 

“writers on parchment” (Return 387) – not unlike the reader, the mind gazing beyond the page that 

the eyes are grazing. 
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Let one of Hardy's best-known poems, “The Self-Unseeing”, from The Poems of the Past and 

Present (1901), serve as envoi: This autobiographical poem seems a sombre lament of the 

irrecoverable and irrevocable; the present inheres in “footworn” flatness, its only life a “former” 

one. As in Wordsworth's “Intimations of Immortality” ode, there is a nostalgia here for the 

“visionary gleam”, “the glory and the dream”. Yet it was only by “looking away” that the seated 

mother could have sat “smiling” and warmed by the fire, that the father could simply have “stood 

there”, keeping up his bowing, that the speaker would have taken the unconscious liberty to be 

“childlike” and “danced in a dream”. Familiarly, it is through dance that Hardy re-builds and re-

inhabits the entire memory. The scene as it begins to grow and “glow” is assembled in envisioned 

space by the very gestures of music-making. As we have seen in The Mayor of Casterbridge, even 

“the restless shadow of a fiddler's elbow, and the tip of the bass-viol bow” tune into, are actively 

part of, the wedding dance. In “The Self-Unseeing”, the “bowing […] higher and higher” – in time, 

we imagine, the dips into the fiddle and the flicks upward, the skating downbow and the tripping 

upbow, the occasional blitz perhaps of pizzicato – comprises a structuring dance not unlike Troy's 

“mould[ing]” (Far 162) sword-exercise, raising the mind's eye from the “ancient floor”, from the 

seated mother, from the standing, fiddling father himself, towards a roofless roundness horizons 

higher. “Bowing it higher and higher” is precisely the shape of the dance in The Return of the 

Native, an ascending spiral through the maze, during which Eustacia and Wildeve, “involved in 

the figure […] work[ed] their way upwards to the top” (Return 263); to “work their way to the top 

again, and have anew the same exciting run down through” (Under 42) is also what keeps Dick 

and Fancy dancing long after others' quitting time. The poem's final line, in this ecstatic light, can 

be read not merely as a sigh of regret for having looked away, but as a breath of amazement at the 

sense that to look away was to see, and again to see, and that the architecture of memory itself is 

something one can, after all, dance one's way into. 

Here is the ancient floor, 

Footworn and hollowed and thin, 

Here was the former door 

Where the dead feet walked in. 

She sat here in her chair, 
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Smiling into the fire; 

He who played stood there, 

Bowing it higher and higher. 

Childlike, I danced in a dream; 

Blessings emblazoned that day; 

Everything glowed with a gleam; 

Yet we were looking away! (pp. 166–7) 
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